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The article examines the ethnographic aspect of dances in wedding ceremonies, as 

key occasions and significant happening in the Jewish life cycle, their place and 

function. It exposes the equal and the diverse in wedding dances in different Jewish 

traditions in several communities according to the geographical variety of Jewish 

Diaspora.  

The empiric material is based on close participant observation, written documents, 

and a many years long research of ethnic dance in Israel. The examples reflect a 

representative selection of dances expressing a male society versus a female one, male 

dominance dictating ways of expression in song and dance, ritual elements and ways 

of transmission, education and acceptance to adult society through dance.  

Dance is presented as part of a struggle for survival according to geographic area, 

mutual influences between the native majority and the Jewish minority, and the 

women dances as an expression of a differentiation within a minority.  

Different dance forms and their functions are surveyed as representing gender 

conceptions, conventions of images and principles of the permitted and the forbidden 

according to Jewish tradition. Beside the commandment to rejoice the bridegroom and 

the bride, there is a prohibition to entertain or to distract in public. Therefore, women 

dances in the wedding festivities constitute a special occasion for women, absent 

elsewhere in the Jewish life cycle, to bridge these two poles.  

Through dance women express the acceptance of the traditional and the 

conventional but, at the same time they succeed in making the rules flexible in a way 

that does not offend what is considered as common heritage. They express in dance a 

rich female world and a variety of feelings: protest, departure, joy, pain, anxiety and 

acceptance. 

In spite of the slim research and meager documentation of ethnic dance in Israel, 

especially of women dances, one can find continuity of dance traditions in Jewish life 

cycle, and dance can preserve its capability as a requested and available instrument 

serving to express identity and pertinence, while adapting to the changes of the gender 

conception.


